




CENTERED BETWEEN and forward
of the pilots' seats are the rudder
and elevator trim-tab controls,
the long wing-flap handle, and
the cowl-flap handle. The ELTis
mounted near the ceiling in the
rear of the cabin. The passenger
seats are barely adequate for
long trips, but can be removed
in less than a minute. The
ceiling-mounted lighting console
is centered between the pilots.
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In 1964, Gera]dine "Jerrie" Mock, the

"flying housewife" from Columbus, Ohio,
used a 1953Cessna ISOto become the first

woman to flysolo around the world. Her air
plane, N153SC,is on display at the Nationa]
Air and Space Museum (see "Aviation's
Forgotten Pioneer," Apri]2005 AOPA Pilot).

Nosewheels became the rage during the
1950s,and it was no surprise when, in 1956,
Cessna substituted one for the ISO's tai]

wheel. The result was the Cessna lS2,which
cruised and climbed a bit slower as a result

of the added drag. Today's Sky]ane evolved
to be much improved over the original.

Cessna also continued to develop its
popular tai]wheel design. In 1961the com
pany added more power to take advantage
of the NACA 2412 airfoil's load-carrying
potential. The result was the Cessna lS5,
which at first had a 260-horsepower fue]
injected Continental 10-470 and in 1966,a
300-horsepower Continental 10-520. The
more powerful Cessna lS5 was identical
to the Cessna ISO except for a strength
ened fuselage; an additional window; an
enlarged dorsa] fin to help keep the addi
tiona] power in check; and, of course, a
significant increase in performance. The
300-horsepower Skywagon became one of
the few airplanes that can carry a useful load
greater than its own empty weight.

The pristine 1977Cessna lS0K on these
pages is owned by Bruce Ne]son, opera
tions officer for the FAA'sWestern-Pacific

Regional Office in Lawnda]e, California.
Nelson learned to fly in A]aska in 19S4but
gave up flyingafter moving to San Diego in
19S9.After experiencing the excitement of
A]askan aviation, the notion of flying with
little more purpose than chasing after $100
hamburgers was not appealing.

Ne]son discovered a worthy purpose
volunteering his time and the use of an
airplane to deliver food, clothing, and sup
plies to Christian missionaries at American
Indian reservations in California, Arizona,
Nevada, and New Mexico. In March 2007

he purchased an airplane eminently suited
for that purpose and the rough-hewn strips
he would encounter; he hangars his metic
u]ous]y kept Cessna ISOat Zamperini Fie]d
in Torrance, California. In addition to flying
for Wings of Faith Ministries, a Christian
organization based in Corona, California,
the 1,100-hourprivate pilot also plans to use
his airplane to earn an instrument rating.

~ Most Cessna lS0s eventually wind up
~ on floats. Adding only 36 pounds to ther
Q empty weight, a seaplane kit includes the

hidden hardware required to convert a ]and
plane to a seaplane and the strengthening
needed for the airframe to endure seaplane
operations. The seaplane kit also includes
corrosion-proofing that is added during
construction, an advantage even for own
ers with 'no intention of flying floats. The
kit also ups the maximum allowab]e gross
weight from 2,SOOto 2,950 pounds.

You can tell that Ne]son's airplane has a
seaplane kit by the V-brace inside the front
windshield, part of the added structural
rigidity. It also has a longer, 90-inch sea
plane propeller, which is much noisier than
the normalS2-inch propeller. From outside
the airplane, the seaplane prop has a furi
ous snarl, similar to an outboard engine's
when its propeller is lifted out of the water
after cresting a wave.

N61576has a number of popular Cessna
ISOmodifications, including a Kenmore Air
Harbor "up-gross" kit that strengthens the
horizontal stabilizer and further increases

allowab]e gross weight to 3,190pounds (as
long as the airplane has the larger dorsal
fin). A Stene Aviation STOL kit adds wing
cuffs that droop the leading edges, as well
as aileron seals and redesigned wing tips.

The Cessna ISOwas the first to have its

fuel vent situated behind a wing strut, a fea
ture found on every subsequent Cessna with
strut-braced wings. This unique placement
"hides" the vent's forward-facing opening
so that precipitation caimot enter-the strut
acts as a form of inertia] separator-and
simultaneously provides positive pressure
to the fuel tank. The main landing gear legs
are taller than they look, which means that
the cockpit floor is way up there. Climbing
aboard requires a long first step to aboarding
step and then givingyourself a heave.

Starting the carbureted Continental
is unusually satisfying. The engine has a

36 feet

These brawny,
high-wing Cessnas
still have a
reputation for
being perhaps the
best lightweight
bush airplanes
ever developed,
durability and
realibility being
more important
than eye appeal
and speed.
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THE AFT END of N61576has
been modified with a larger
tailwheel and a tundra tire
to better accommodate
unimproved landing sites.



deep, throaty, authoritative sound, unlike
any other Cessna. Taxiing the 180 is con
ventional for a taildragger with the usual
caveats: sit high enough to see over the
nose (or make S-turns along the taxiways)
and be prepared to apply downwind rud
der when the wind is abeam. A crosswind

striking the large vertical tail causes the
airplane to yaw into the wind, just like any
other weathervane.

There is nothing noteworthy about the
takeoff except that it doesn't last very long.
Lazy feet are a liability when departing in
a taildragger. (The Cessna 185is equipped
with a manual tailwheellock to assist the

pilot in maintaining directional control
during takeoff and landing.) As airspeed
gathers, maintain a slightly tail-low atti
tude until the airplane leaves the ground.
Rotation is unnecessary and the Cessna 180
simply levitates when ready. The airplane
climbs so steeply at its best-rate-of-c1imb
airspeed (81 knots) that you can't see
where you're going. Unless high rates of
climb are needed, a 100-knot climb speed
is much more comfortable. Rudder trim is

available for those who prefer using it.
Nelson selected an excellent airplane

in which to train for an instrument rating,
because the Cessna 180 is so stable. Pitch

forces can be heavy. Steep turns require
more muscle than you might expect,
unless elevator trim is called to the res

cue-not a recommended technique. But

such nose-heaviness can be regarded as a
safety factor. It is almost impossible to stall
during a steep turn at maneuvering speed
because of the high stick force required to
induce the necessary G-load.

The Cessna 180 and 185have trimma

ble (moveable) horizontal stabilizers that
reduce the trim drag associated with con
ventional elevator trim systems. The trim
wheel is on the floor between the seats

and reaching it requires leaning forward. It
makes a ratcheting sound when used and
requires some effort to move, the result of
trim friction that Cessna said was needed

to prevent slippage of the horizontal stabi
lizer during high-speed flight.

•

Although seating is reasonably com
fortable for the pilots, the rear seats are
barely adequate for long trips. The airplane
can carry six, but the strictly utilitarian
bench seat in the far rear of the cabin is

barely suitable for small children. Nor is
the Cessna 180 particularly quiet. As a
utility airplane, some soundproofing was
sacrificed in favor of increasing useful load.

The manual flaps are operated with a
long Johnson bar that rests horizontally on
the floor between the two front seats when

the flaps are retracted. Extending the flaps
requires pulling up on the forward end of
the handle, one notch for each 10degrees,
an arrangement that pleases floatplane
pilots because it allows instantaneous and
precise flap modulation during heavy
weight takeoffs from glassy water.

Raising the handle from the third to the
fourth notch (to extend wing flaps from 30
to 40 degrees) when airspeed is greater than
60 knots requires a strong arm, the use of
two hands, or assistance from someone in
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THE EXTENDABLE tail-pull handle (left) facilitates aircraft ground handling, and the custom
exhaust fairing (right) reduces drag and enhances engine cooling.

SPEC SHEET

1977 Cessna 1801< Skywagon

LIMITING AND RECOMMENDED AIRSPEEDS

VX (best angle of climb, flaps 20)
I 57 KIAS

Vy (best rate of climb) I 81 KIAS

VA (design maneuvering) I 109 KIAS

VFE (max flap extended) I 90 KIAS

V NO (max structural cruising) I 139 KIAS

V NE (never exceed) I 169 KIAS

VS1 (stall, clean, fwd CG) I 55 KIAS

Vso (stall, in landing configuration, fwd CG)
I 49 KIAS

EXTRA

Extending the slotted flaps 40 degrees cre
ates enormous drag and reduces stall speed
by 6 KIAS.

All specifications are based on manufactur
er's calculations. All performance figures
are based on standard day,standard atmo
sphere, sea level, gross weight conditions
unless otherwise noted.

Cruise speed/endurance w/45-min rsv, std
fuel (fuel consumption)

@ 75% power, best economy 4,000 ft I
137 kt/3.6 hr (78 pph/13.0 gph)

@ 65% power, best economy 8,000 ft
133 kt/4.3 hr (66.6 pph/11.1 gph)

@ 55% power, best economy 12,000 ft
127 kt/5 hr (58.2 pph/9.7 gph)

Service ceiling I 17,700 ft

Landing distance over 50-ft obstacle

I 480 ft

Landing distance, ground roll I 1,365 ft

PERFORMANCE

Takeoff distance, ground roll I 620 ft

Takeoff distance over 50-ft obstacle

I 1,205 ft

Max demonstrated crosswind component

I 12 kt

Rate of climb, sea level I 1,100 fpm

Max level speed, sea level I 148 kt

SPECIFICATIONS

Powerplant I Teledyne Continental

0-470-U, 230 hp

Recommended TBO I 1,500 hr

Propeller I McCauley constant-speed,

two-blade, 82 in

Length I 25 ft 8 in

Height 17ft 9 in

Wingspan I 36 ft

Wing area I 174 sq ft

Wing loading I 16.1Ib/sq ft

Power loading I 12.2 Ib/hp

Seats I 4/6
Empty weight (standard) I 1,648 Ib

Max gross weight I 2,950 Ib

Useful load I 1,152 Ib

Payload w/full fuel I 816 Ib

Max takeoff weight I 2,800 Ib

Max landing weight I 2,800 Ib

Fuel capacity, std I 61 gal (56 gal usable)

366 Ib (336 Ib usable)

Fuel capacity, w/opt tanks I 80 gal (75 gal
usable) 480 Ib (450 Ib usable)

Oil capacity I 12 qt
Baggage capacity (with 4 seats) I 170 Ib

Baggage capacity (with 6 seats) I 50 Ib

BASE PRICE WHEN NEW: $32,950
PRICE AS TESTED: $125,000

the right seat. Some prefer to simply land
with only 30 degrees of flap deployment.

Slipping a Cessna 180with the flaps fully
extended results in as steep a downhill ride
as you'll ever need or want. Unlike slipping
a Cessna 172with flaps extended, there is no
tail buffeting associated with slipping a 180.

A conventional three-point landing
is not particularly challenging, as long as
you can see over the nose. Touchdown is
made tailwheel first and with the control

wheel as far aft as it can go. A premature
touchdown on the main, spring-steel
landing gear guarantees a bounce. More
challenging is a wheel landing. My first
"wheelie" in this airplane was my first in
a Cessna 180 in more than 30 years, and
it was not pretty The spring-steel land
ing gear lived up to its reputation. (Baing!

Baing! Baing!) The secret is to avoid exces
sive airspeed and to use a velvet touch on
the control wheel.

Perhaps the most difficult maneuver for
new Cessna 180 pilots is a go-around from
a low-power approach made with the flaps
fully extended. The nose pitches up very
insistently as power is added, requiring a
hefty push forward on the control wheel
with one hand and leaning forward to apply
gobs of nose-down trim with the other-all
while simultaneously notching up the flaps.
The Cessna 180 pilot must cope with lots
of strong, changing pitch forces, and proper
execution of the maneuver takes practice.

More than 10,500 Cessna 180s and 185s
were produced between 1953and 1985,yet
only a handful can be found at local airports.
CessnaSkywagonsdon't just fade away;they
flyaway-to remote corners of the world
where the demand for them remains high
and prices remain firm. Whether on floats,
wheels, or skis, these brawny, high-wing
Cessnas still have a reputation forbeing per
haps the best lightweightbush airplanes ever
developed, durability and reliability being
more important than eye appeal and speed.

Cessna had many improvements in
mind for the Cessna 180 and 185, such as

electric pitch trim, electric flaps, and an
interconnected elevator trim/flap system to
relieve heavy pitch forces. But bush pilots
were adamant that Cessna not make such

changes to these utilitarian aircraft. "Don't
screw up a great airplane," they chorused.
And Cessna never did. The Cessna 180 and

185 continue to enjoy a 60-year record of
almost legendary popularity. AOPA
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